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NetLab is a national digital research infrastructure to
support research in online and archived web.
NetLab offers a wide range of services, including:
• Tools and tutorials
• Workshops
• Courses, including online courses
• PhD seminars
• Events in NetLab Forum
• Advice and support for research
• Background literature
NetLab’s services, tools collection, and interface
development projectst are all research driven. Close
collaboration with past and present research
projects provides insight into methodological and
technical needs and necessities, which allows
NetLab to have a palette of services, tools and
methological advice that can in most cases offer
ready solutions for a researcher’s specific needs.
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Collaboration with Netarkivet
NetLab collaborates closely with the national Danish
web archive, Netarkivet, hosted at the Royal Library.
Based upon close contact with previous and ongoing
research projects, NetLab contributes to Netarkivet
with knowledge on researcher needs for using data
found in the national web archive. This includes, for
example, free text search, and a user interface (in
development) for storing, categorising and sorting
findings in the archive.

Probing a Nation’s Web
Domain

NetLab’s online courses are flexible and adjusted to the
participant’s needs

Skill Development

Pilot project for a researcher user interface at Netarkivet

Tools for Archiving
NetLab maintains and supports a collection of
applications and services, that researchers can use
for gathering and preserving data found online on the
live web (user experience, screenshots, video, etc.).
The tools are tested and verified, and supplied with
video tutorials demonstrating their basic use.
Tools are regularly found and added in response to
specific research needs for data gathering. Tools are
constantly evaluated, and if they become obsolete,
we seek out alternatives to replace them.

NetLab offers workshops with presentations and
basic exercises, and online courses where
participants can go deeper with their personal
research projects and interests. Both the workshops
and the online courses are arranged on demand, as
our capacity allows. For PhD fellows, the online
course counts as a PhD seminar at 3 ECTS. The
online course has recieved international attention,
with scholars form other countries requesting access
to the course.

Research Projects and
Results
NetLab’s services are research driven, based on
projects that use our infrastructure:
• Harvesting the digital Music Revolution (History,
Music)
• Social Media Semiotics (Communication)
• The Nordic Father Role (Communication)
• Syrian Interest Groups (Media)
• The HPV Vaccine Controversy (Health, anthropology)

Of special note among the research projects that will
help develop NetLab further as a digital research
infrastructure, is the project ”Probing a Nation’s Web
Domain”, which will examine the development of the
entire Danish web domain over time. This will test the
boundaries of web archives as a research resource,
and provide methological insights that will be helpful
for projects of any smaller scale.
A description of the project can be found in the
projects list at netlab.dk, and presentations can be
found in the video section.

International Network and
Impact
NetLab is an agenda-setting contributor to the
interna-tional discussions of scholarly use of the
archived web, including being a regular presenter at
conferen-ces held by the International internet
Preservation Concortium (IIPC). NetLab has also
initiated
the
international
network
RESAW
(RESearcher use of the Archived Web).

